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ISOPERIMETRY WITHOUT CURVES OR CALCULUS. 

By P H PHILBRICK, M. B., a. B., Lake Charles, Louisiana. 

The object of what follows, is to demonstrate by elementary plane 
geometry, the main propositions of isoperiinetry, not uising either Steiner's 
methods, by means of curved figures. or the higher mathematics. For the sake 
of measurable completeness. the usu-al elementary propositions are included. 

PRIPOSITION 1. Of all triangi 1 harivng the saine baqe (and eqpal areas that 
which i" i8scele8 has the least pertnmeter. 

Let ABC be an isoscele triangle, and 
L BC-any other triangle havingf the same base BC 
and an equal area. 

Since the triangles have the same batse and 
equtal areas, their altituides are equal, an(d there- 
fore A' is on a line AiI, parallel to B(," 

Prolong CB to II, making BII= AA anid 
draw A 'I!and AIl. () is the intersection of the FIG. 1. 

diagonals A' B and AIl of the parallelogram AA'BIfL 
Now AO? + OB>A 1, and doublingf gives, A Ii+ A'B> A'fIl+ AB. 

Evidently, ALI= A'C. . . AJI+ AB= A'B+ A'C; 
Also, A 'RIA . . A'II+AB=AB+AC. 

Hence, AB+AC<A'B+A'C; 
Also, A B-A 'B A ' Vi-A C. 

COOROLLARY. Of all triangles havinog the same area, that which is 
equilateral has the least perimeter. 

For the triangles having a given area and least perimeter Imust be 
isosceles, whichever side is taken for the base. 

PROPOSITION II. Of all triangles hlaving the samne base and equal 
perimeters, that which is isosceles hs the greatest area. 

For referring to the figure and proof of Proposition I. we see, that 
when A'is on the line AJlthe perimeter of A' BC is greater than that of ABC; 
and if A' was still further from BC the perimeter of A' BC would exceed that 
of A'BC still nmore. 

Hence A' must be between A!f and BC and therefore the altitude of 
A'BU0, would be less than that of A BL2, and the area less also. 

CORMLLARY. Of all triangles having equal perimeters, that which is 
equilateral has the greatest area. For the triangle having a given perimeter 
and greatest area, must be isosceles, whichever side is taken for the base. 

(-To be cotwinued.) 
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